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VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

WHY DO WE NEED THEM?
Learning and growing is the only thing that keeps us relevant.

Let nothing come in between you and your learning trajectory -

transition from wherever you are to where you desire to be.

We present a bouquet of growth oriented modules for you to

choose from, that provide opportunities to you in the comfort of

your own space! Our facilitators have an eye and keen interest

to ensure the sanctity of the group dynamics and the needs of its

individual members. So jump aboard and take the leap to create

pathways to a new you!

why



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

WHAT'S YOUR INVESTMENT?
Time 

1 session of 3 focused hours 5-10 mins pre discovery time

and 10-20 mins post discovery time

15 mins of pre-work time

Financials

Individual Learners please contact us directly for the

pricing

Corporates please contact us for a corporate pricing

Students get special scholarships and discounted prices

Technological

Pre-decided Learning Application to be installed on either

phone or Laptop/PC

 

 

investment



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

BENEFITS
Gain awareness of the concepts, frameworks and the science

behind the program’s central theme

Sharpen your skills with practice, insights, feedback and

deeper understanding of the learning tools

Reflect, challenge and reshape your current mindsets leading

to enhanced confidence and positive beliefs

Develop tools and frameworks to help others grow and learn

Certificate of Competence accredited - service marked by

City & Guild UK & SQA

Self-awareness tool kit (DIY Do It Yourself Activities and

Reflection Exercises)

Pre and post discovery sessions with the facilitator to

understand your needs and Check-In on your progress

benefits



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #1

GOAL GETTING

Create an environment that drives you closer to your goal

achievement

Shatter the dreaded glass ceiling and unleash your true

potential

Invest your energies knowingly to drive desired self and team

results

Preview 

Setting a goal is just the beginning. The hard work lies in

nurturing the goal in the right manner so that you achieve it in

the best possible manner. So what are the few critical elements

of achieving your set target? This program is specially designed

to take you through the steps that help you  identify, strategize

and achieve your goals effectively.

 

Outcome

1



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #2

TEAM TALES

Team communication skills

Leverage the power of your innate personality

Decode your leadership aura

Preview 

Leaders must value collaboration and the need for relationship

building with integrity and honesty. Bringing people together in

constructive ways will enable creative visions and strategies that

address the concerns of the organisation or the community at

large. The focus should be on creating an environment where

these things happen without the leader’s personal intervention.

 

Outcome

2



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #3

WHAT’S YOUR RQ?

Lead through crisis effectively empowered with your RQ

Quicker goal achievement - by choosing the right mindsets

Ecosystems for self and others that help nurture and develop

a resilient mindset

Preview 

Leaders must value collaboration and the need for relationship

bIn today’s unpredictable work environment, change is the only

constant. And in order to keep up with change one needs to be

hardy - to be able to survive through new mindsets, techniques,

new norms - and emerge victorious. Learn to understand your

resilience quotient and enhance it in order to create an

ecosystem around you that supports you when the sailing gets

rough.

 

Outcome

3



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #4

PERFECTING IMPERFECTIONS

Hands on presentation planning tool and strategies

Strategies to excel in high pressure situations

Techniques for persuasive and compelling presentations,

teleconferences and informal meetings

Preview 

Executive presence is very much how you control a room, the

impressions you make, and how you affect the people around

you. It’s how you communicate verbally and through your

appearance and physicality. It’s not just appearance, such as

how you look, but more how you communicate with people and

convey your intentions. If you have great presence, people will

echo of what you left behind when you leave a room — “Wow, I

really am impressed with that person, and I will take some action

because of what he said.”

 

Outcome

4



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #5

EVERYDAY AUTHENTICITY

Know and effectively destroy your mental blocks

Be mindful of your role and communication and therefore be

more effective as a leader

Understand the critical elements of growing and nurturing

others - authentically

Preview 

Are you easily influenced by a colleague? Does your energy feel

sapped trying to play a part you think is critical to get the job

done? Would you want to operate at optimal levels out of

choice? Then this is the program for you!

 

Outcome

5



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #6

DELIVERING CUSTOMER CENTRIC
BRAND EXPERIENCES

Enhanced confidence in managing the customer

Sharper communication skills with a personalised approach

Create your brand differentiator

Position your services and solutions with greater conviction

Assess yourself and develop an action plan for enhanced

proficiency

Preview 

“Your most unhappy customers are your greatest source of

learning.” – Rightly stated by Bill Gates. A business in today’s age

has to develop strategies to put the customer in the centre of it’s

business. It doesn’t matter whether you are in sales or customer

experience or supply chain – the truth remains we are all serving

the customer and we better do it in a way that makes us value

his business and more importantly the relationship. An on-brand

experience is about creating a mindset and eventually culture

and not a checklist for a department or a once in a year

initiative.

 

Outcome
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VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #7

SELL TO SERVE

Benchmark your sales competencies with facilitator feedback

and insights

Etch agile sales strategies 

Become aware of your selling blind spots

Develop clear acceleration plans to up your sales curve

Preview 

Convert your leads into sales, easily! Want to explore your sales

personality? Want to be able to create a better structure and

strategy for your business? Customers today are savvy and need

more. It is likely that your techniques are outdated. As the

modern consumer has learned how to block out sales, new sales

training and techniques have emerged. We help you become the

salesperson for today, and tomorrow.

 

Outcome
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VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #8

MINDFUL MANAGER!

Keep the cogs of the team well oiled, while being able to

drive them towards the set benchmarks

Build efficacy and credibility as a manager

Map team progress realistically and fine tune your team for

optimal performance

Integrate leadership traits with your current sales capabilities

Create a team strategy map to better direct and nurture

team growth

Preview 

Ever wondered how to measure and achieve the kind of progress

you wished for? This is the time for you to understand the

essential elements of being an effective manager and directing

your team towards common objectives while developing their

potential and building capabilities to strengthen yours.

 

Outcome
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VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #9

LEARNER CENTRIC TRAINING DESIGN

Create materials for facilitators and participants using

principles of adult learning

Design audience centric learning experiences

Identify your facilitation style with its strengths and limitations

Design structured and goal-oriented learning experiences

Preview 

Ever watched a colourful movie on black and white television?

That is the association many have today with Virtual training. If

you are a facilitator, a coach, a trainer/ teacher, a practitioner,

or any one in the business of supporting people with their

learning needs, or aspire to be one, then this is just for you!Come

learn unique tools, techniques and methods to facilitate high-

quality learning experience for your learners and you. (Features

discussed will be for generic virtual trainings, not specific to any

platforms)

 

Outcome

9



VIRTUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM #10

YOUR STRENGTHS BLUEPRINT

Operate at a higher frequency in terms of learning new skills

and leading yourself or the team / community

Break your limiting patterns to achieve your personal and

professional goals

Use your strengths to communicate more effectively in every

context

Become aware of your blind spots and brainstorm techniques

to work around them

Strategize using a Five-step process to invest in your talents

and convert them into your strengths

Preview 

Focusing on your strengths helps the team surge ahead with

confidence while being able to objectively look at the focus

areas, and work on them parallelly. This program is a scientific

journey towards knowing yourself better. It brings to light the

person you truly are, so that you can direct yourself to becoming

the person you always wanted to be! As a coach / trainer /

practitioner, facilitate your learners’ Strengths journey. As an

advocate, jump start your own Strengths journey.

 

Outcome

10
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Content design solutions

DESIGNING VIRTUAL AND INPERSON
LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Internal learning capability building

Customized learning solutions

Certified internal trainer

Knowledge rights and ownership of global and credible

content

Developing Subject Matter Expertise

Encouraging Line Managers and Technical Trainers to

enhance their Behavioral Training Capabilities

Provide an enhanced learning experience vis-à-vis just a

training program

Companies today wish to develop internal capabilities to

deliver workshops internally which serves several purposes:

companies
wish



Content design solutions

DESIGNING VIRTUAL AND INPERSON
LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Understand your business, your learning needs, pain points,

aspirations and leadership vision to contextualize the learning

solutions to meet your needsCustomize the learning

experience to meet the diverse needs of your target

audiences

Provide a Trainer Proficiency Session to ensure Trainer

Readiness

Provide One complimentary audit for the first trainer session

Design all collaterals, tools, powerpoint deck, videos,

exercises, participant manual and facilitator manual for the

required program

Choose from over 30+ courses to meet your human resource

needs ranging from basic communication skills workshops to

leadership workshops

We also conduct specific Train The Trainer for your own

content and also help convert your current in person

workshops to Virtual Learning Experiences

How can Defacto Assist and Partner with you?

how
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COACHING & ASSESSMENT SOLUTIONS

COACHING FOR PROFESSIONALS

Goal Setting and Performance based Coaching

Strengths focused and Personality leverage Coaching

Problem Solving and A4A – Accountability for Actions

Coaching Frame

Min Two and Maximum Six Sessions Per Coachee or Group

Group Coachings are restricted to 6 individual per group

Coached by certified coaches using relevant tools and

techniques to meet the agreed objectives 

For pricing we need to better understand your needs

Coaching a person requires new ways of looking at the things.

You can never solve a problem with the way you see it. It requires

both the coach and the coachee to relook at the same problem

with a new eyes. 

Also coaching may not be always about problems. So there are

three kinds of coaching solutions we offer:

 

Investment :

 

 

 

All our coachings are based on 5 principles



COACHING & ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLE #1

CO-CREATIVE DIALOGUE
The coachee is a partner to the process with equal power and

stakes. Guiding is always a two ways interaction. You can be

fully present as a person and see the coachee also as a gift in

your own learning and development. Both you and the coachee

are also enacting a cultural creative practice. You both

participate with equal intensity in a larger whole.

1-2

COACHING & ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLE #2

REFRAMED CONTEXT
Creating new realities instead of fixing problems. Instead of

putting attention to the problem or solving the problem,

formulating a goal and envisioning a better future helps to

fertilize the bio-psycho-social reality of the client. We like to

promote the creative life-force.



COACHING & ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLE #3

SENSE OF AUTONOMY
Putting attention to the WHO and WHAT more than the HOW.

Instead of being fixed on the concrete level of change and

actions, we attempt to draw attention to the way a coachee is

relating with his challenges and development. Educate the

coachee not to fight against himself but to work in harmony,

finding out what way to go, when, where, and how.

3-4

COACHING & ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLE #4

ENHANCED SELF IMAGE
We attempt to build a connect with the deeper inside. You can

deepen your guidance of clients and colleagues by connecting

with their personality, their emotions, life stories, values, etc. A

client has a deeper soul-driven biography. He is invited to

become whole.



COACHING & ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLE #5

LARGER SCOPE & PURPOSE
Connecting with the larger outside. We help look at the value of

being able to enlarge the coachee’s scope by deepening her/his

insights about his relationship with the whole to which he

belongs. By becoming aware of this identity, our coachees have

reported to experience meaningfulness and the greater whole is

developed through empowered individuals.

5
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

WHAT
A one stop shop to help you realize the potential and worth of

your Intellectual Property through 32 trademarks, various

categories of Patents and Copyrights, ensuring hassle free

processing, complete 100% credible, authentic, paperwork and

real time communication.

COPY RIGHT

TRADE MARK

REGISTERED



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

YOUR IDEA

A visual image I e. a logo 

A sound i.e a bramts jingle 

A piece of written work e. literature 

A unique product desgn i.e. shape. tom 

A mechanical break-through innovation in the held of science

and technology 1.e. a machine 

And so on and so forth 

If one were to refer to hstory evident that run-of-the-mil and

easly available objects have never been treasured. On the other

hand. anything of distinction a,ways brought wealth and fame to

its conceiver. This 'something distinctive' is nothing but an idea

an idea which is novel and -where It is a field - uneclored. This

idea can be in the form of :

ideas



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

YOUR IDEA

IPR is a negative right IPR gives protection to its owner, and

therefore prohibits the usage of the protected IP by anybody

else, unless explicitly licensed.

IPR jurrsdiction specific. IPR bolded to a particular geography

where it has been registered It rs required to be registered in

all the geographical locations (countries) wherever it has to

be introduced.

One IP can be protected under more than one IPR. if required.

The monetary value of IP, when protected, tends to get

significantly enhanced

More the number of IP, when protected, leads to

enhancement of the profile of the company, which in turn

leads to better profits

We understand IP and IPR, and hence adept to enlighten the key

features of IPR and convey the concept in a succinct manner :

ideas



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

YOUR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Valuating Your Needs

We provide consulting to identify areas of IP opportunities

and make suggestions to help you make informed decisions

not only in the present but for years to come

Offering Enterprise wide solution

We help ensure that your IP creates not just your assets but

also your competitive differentiations

Service Support

Each and every client has an experience of uniform and

continuous flow of communication from the team

throughout all phases of the project ensuring real time

communication and prompt support. 

Beyond the Bottom Line

Our solutions extend to helping clients analyse the relevant

market through extensive research, understanding past

trends and making predictions related to new inventions

which should eventually shape the market and the industry.

How can we assist in safeguarding your Intellectual

Property?

Our expertise lies in the required capabilities to understand your

IP in depth and, accordingly, in a position to present your IP case

to maximize the protection. A few highlights relating to work

ethics/culture:



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

YOUR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Audits and Certifications

WE also help in conducting service, quality, safety and

other audits for plants, factories, systems. Help set up L&D

Centres and Centres of Excellence specific to R&D,

Safety, Quality, Values Check and Create Values

Coaches, Systems for Onboarding and Induction,

Candidate Surveys, Competitor Surveys, Mystery

Shoppings, Happiness Survey, Well-Being Culture Check

and many more Organizational Development Initiatives.

Trainings & Train The Trainers

We conduct IP workshops, ISO workshops, Safety and

Quality Workshops and design content and conduct TTT for

complete handholding and developing internal intellectual

property and capability

Brand Surveys

We conduct Brand Loyalty and Recall Audits, Customer

Experience Audits, Call Center Moment of Truth Mapping

Journeys and Retails Store Audits and Setting Service

Standards, Hotel Standards Audits and Service Protocoling

with Trainings



Intellectual Property Management

OUR MEMBERSHIPS & CERTIFICATIONS
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DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS FOR THE
EDUCATION SECTOR

THE NEED
The life of a student today is much more demanding and

challenging that a few decades back. The immense pressure,

competitions, parental pressures, need for inclusion and worries

of the future lead to challenges some we know of and some

unimaginable. Students who are likely to have some tools to set

meaningful goals, recognize their strengths, are helped

developed their leadership potential and are made to get in

touch with their values and personality facets are more aware

and better able to take control of their lives thereby making them

not puppets but architects of their own future.

 

 

We have 5 Flagship DeFacto Programs for Students and

Teachers. 

need



FLAGSHIP DEFACTO PROGRAM #1

SIX TRAITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
STUDENTS
This workshop is based on the patterns and life experiences of

the 1000s of children, students we have worked with, coached

and been a part of their success story. The workshop details 6

traits of students who ae driven by a sense of aspiration,

inspiration and perspiration. It provides tools to self-lead, self-

govern and self-channelize one’s innate capabilities.

1-2

FLAGSHIP DEFACTO PROGRAM #2

GETTING FUTURE READY
The workshop includes a combination of art, story writing,

scientific tools, discussions and building capabilities t be future

ready. It’s primary premise is the vision of the future and the

conviction in the journey towards it. It focuses on interviewing

skills, group discussions, panel interviews, resume writing and

other tools to enhance one’s brand value. It aims at creating a

brand and being that is ready to take on the challenges of the

future while etching a painting of the aspired futuristic elements.



FLAGSHIP DEFACTO PROGRAM #3

THE CPC WORKSHOP (CHARACTER-
PERFORMANCE-CONFIDENCE)
The workshop is about Goal Setting, Time Management Future

Orientation and deep psychological exercise called BELIEF SET

Up. It helps accelerate peak performing states of mind and

unblocks creative energies giving the students the much-desired

confidence and ability to learn skills faster and quicker. It also

aims at helping them get in touch with their core character

strengths using a psychometric personality tool and ways to

explore the potential within their personality.

3-4

FLAGSHIP DEFACTO PROGRAM #4

CAMPUS TO CORPORATE
This workshop is for students who have just moved into campus or

are management trainees about to experience the corporate

world. It includes skills from presentation skills, communication

and interpersonal effectiveness to assertiveness, decision making

and applied creativity. This can be done as a part of the

induction process or spread over a few sessions to meet the

specific organizational-readiness needs



FLAGSHIP DEFACTO PROGRAM #5

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS FOR TEACHERS
Aims at developing management capabilities, innovation and

creativity in teaching, heightened self-awareness, learner centric

experiences, managing student psyche, coaching and

counselling tools and techniques and intrapreneurial capabilities

to help their institutes grow and position its true brand value. It

also includes aspects of self-management, expectation

management and stakeholder management

5
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DESIGN CUSTOMIZED WORKSHOPS

OTHER WORKSHOPS
Here's a list of other Workshops WE could Design and Deliver

specific to your needs:

workshops

Change Management

Value of Client Centered

Selling

Delivering Service Excellence

Teleservicing Skills

Coaching Skills

Leadership Development

Managerial Development

Safety, Well-being and

Quality as core values

Mentoring Process and

Techniques

Transactional Analysis

Supervisory Development

Values Alignment and

Orientation

Interpersonal Skills

Negotiations & influencing

Skills

Presentation Skills

Building Resilience

Adaptability, Agility and

Accountability

Critical and Creative Thinking

Basic People Management

for Project Managers

Assessment and Evaluation

Skills

Presentation Skills

Team Building Skills

First Time Managers

Managing Complaints &

Feedback

Tick mark the ones you like and send us a screenshot! 

We'd love to hear which workshop you'd like for us to curate for

you and your team.



THE DEFACTO
TRAINING 
EAGLES



SHWETHA PINTO DHARA KAPADIA ADVAIT AGARWAL
SQA & NABET Certified Strengths & Values

Coach, ID Certified
BSI Certified, Learning

Solutions Specialist

THE DEFACTO TRAINING EAGLES

OUR FACILITATORS
Here's a list of other Workshops WE could Design and Deliver

specific to your needs:

eagles



GET IN TOUCH
WITH US 
TODAY



contact us

Dhara Kapadia
+91  9769130516

GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY

OUR CONTACT DETAILS 
We're always available to answer your queries! Call, email or

even whatsapp us, we'll reply at our earliest convenience.

Dhara Kapadia
+91  9769130516

team@thedefacto.in 

www.thedefacto.in

Advait Agarwal
+91 9967863913

Advait Agarwal
+91 9967863913

http://wa.me/918433990649
http://wa.me/918433990649
http://wa.me/918433990649
http://wa.me/918433990649
http://thedefacto.in/
http://www.thedefacto.in/
http://wa.me/919967863913
http://wa.me/919967863913

